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NOTICE TO READERS

This issue of the Transactions contains a number of papers that were origi-

nally communicated to the Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society.

The transfer of papers from the Proceedings to the Transactions is a temporary

measure intended primarily to alleviate the backlog of the Proceedings. Each

of the transferred papers includes a footnote indicating that it was originally

communicated to the Proceedings and giving the name of the communicating

editor.
Peter Shalen, Managing Editor, Transactions oftheAMS

Irwin Kra, Managing Editor, Proceedings oftheAMS
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for 4a4<S-TeX or AmS-í^&í.
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the 1991 Mathematics Subject Classification representing the primary and sec-
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Electronically prepared manuscripts. The AMS encourages submission of elec-

tronically prepared manuscripts in AmS-TjíX. or AmS-^&- because properly
prepared electronic manuscripts save the author proofreading time and move
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requesting Guidelines, please specify which version you want.

At the time of submission, authors should indicate if the paper has been pre-
pared using AmS-TçX or .4^<S-DTeX. The Manual for Authors of Mathematical
Papers should be consulted for symbols and style conventions. The Manual may
be obtained free of charge from the e-mail address cust-servOmath. ams. org

or from the Customer Services Department, American Mathematical Society,
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The final version of the electronic manuscript should be sent to the Provi-
dence office immediately after the paper has been accepted for publication. The
author should also send the final version of the paper manuscript to the Editor,
who will forward a copy to the Providence office. Editors will require authors

to send their electronically prepared manuscripts to the Providence office in
a timely fashion. Electronically prepared manuscripts can be sent via e-mail
to pub-submit@math.ams.org (Internet) or on diskettes to the Publications
Department, American Mathematical Society, P.O. Box 6248, Providence, RI
02940-6248. When submitting electronic manuscripts please be sure to include
a message indicating in which publication the paper has been accepted. No
corrections will be accepted electronically. Authors must mark their changes
on their proof copies and return them to the Providence office. Authors and
editors are encouraged to make the necessary submissions of electronically pre-
pared manuscripts and proof copies in a timely fashion.

Any inquiries concerning a paper that has been accepted for publication
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Editors
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zelmanovQmath.wise.edu
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University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL 60607-4348; e-mail: shalenOmath. uic.
edu

Algebraic topology and differential topology to MARK MAHOWALD, Department of

Mathematics, Northwestern University, 2033 Sheridan Road, Evanston, IL 60288-2730;

e-mail: markSmath. nwu. edu
Ordinary differential equations, partial differential equations, and applied mathemat-

ics to JOHN MALLET-PARET, Division of Applied Mathematics, Brown University,

Providence, RI 02912-9000; e-mail: am438000@brownvm.brown.edu
Global analysis and differential geometry to ROBERT L. BRYANT, Department of
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Complex analysis and nonlinear partial differential equations to SUN-YUNG A.
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All other communications to the editors should be addressed to the Managing

Editor, PETER SHALEN, Department of Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science,

University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL 60607-4348; email: shalen@math.uic.

edu.

MEMOIRS OF THE AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY

This bimonthly journal is devoted to research in pure and applied mathematics of

much the same nature as appears in Transactions. An issue consists of one or more

separately bound research tracts for which the author(s) has provided reproduction copy.

Prior to 1975 this was published as a monograph series. The editorial committee is

identical with that for the Transactions so that papers intended for publication in this

series should be addressed to one of the editors.
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